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2the non-commutative QED does not seem to be connected with new imaginary parts in the amplitude. Away from the
infrared, however, the self-energy does have imaginary parts which are necessary for unitarity. The gauge dependence
of the self-energy raises the question of the behavior of the poles of the photon propagator in this theory and we prove
to all orders, using the Nielsen identity [29, 30], that, in spite of the gauge dependence of the self-energy, the poles of
the propagator are gauge independent.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we briey review the structure of non-commutative QED. In section
III, drawing from previous experience with thermal eld theories, we show that the photon self-energy, in this theory,
is transverse to all orders in a general covariant gauge in any dimension. In section IV, we generalize the formulae
of dimensional regularization to non-commutative theories. One loop calculations, using dimensional regularization,
are presented in section V, where we also talk about various aspects of the result. In section VI, we analyze the
imaginary part of the photon self-energy and bring out some interesting features associated with it. In section VII,
we prove, using the Nielsen identity, that the poles of the photon propagator are gauge independent to all orders. We
present a short conclusion in section VIII and give details on the derivation of the Nielsen identity in the appendix.
II. NON-COMMUTATIVE QED
Non-commutative QED diers from the conventional commutative QED in the following manner. First of all, the












has the canonical dimension of inverse mass squared. To avoid problems with unitarity, we will
assume that only the space-space components of 

are nonzero, namely, that the time coordinate commutes with
all the coordinates. An immediate consequence of the non-commutativity of coordinates is that products of functions
on this manifold are naturally dened by the Gronewold-Moyal star product

















The star product also naturally introduces a Moyal bracket of two bosonic functions as
[f; g]
MB
= f ? g   g ? f (3)
























 ? (iD=  m) 

(4)

























This action can be easily veried to be invariant under the gauge transformations
 (x) !  
0


















Innitesimally, the transformations take the form




















where (x) is the parameter of innitesimal transformations. We can, of course, add to this action a gauge xing and

































3where  is the gauge xing parameter. We note, therefore, that we can write the complete action for non-commutative








Thus, we see that because of the star product, the action in (9), for non-commutative QED, has a non-Abelian
structure through the Moyal bracket. The star product has some interesting consequences. In particular, under an
integral, the star product of two functions is the same as an ordinary product (namely, the dierence between the two
integrands is a total divergence that integrates to zero for functions with appropriate asymptotic fall o). Similarly,
the star product of any number of functions, under an integral, satises cyclicity. As a result of these, it follows that
the two point functions and the propagators of a non-commutative eld theory are the same as their commutative
counterparts. However, the interaction vertices have an exponential dependence on 

as well as the momenta carried
by the elds. Thus, for example, for the action in (9), the Feynman rules for the theory are as follows. First, the

































These are the same as in the commutative theory. Introducing the notation,















































































































































In this paper, we will study, systematically, the photon self-energy, at one loop, in a general covariant gauge in
an arbitrary dimension. Since the fermion contribution to this is the same as in a commutative theory (namely, the
diagram is \ planar"), and has been studied in the literature, we will concentrate only on the other graphs, which
do not occur in commutative QED. The star product, of course, introduces a non-Abelian structure in this theory.
But more than that, in such theories, we have an independent Lorentz structure which can, in principle, introduce
a behavior parallel to that at nite temperature. For example, in the self-energy, there is one independent external






as being analogous to the component of the velocity of the heat bath
perpendicular to momentum at nite temperature. A lot is known about the self-energy of commutative Yang-Mills
theory at nite temperature and our goal is to exploit the known features of such studies to understand the behavior
of the self-energy in non-commutative QED in a general covariant gauge in any dimension. Even though our actual
calculations are at one loop, in the process, we will nd some interesting all orders results for the self-energy as well
as the propagator in non-commutative QED.
III. TRANSVERSALITY OF THE POLARIZATION TENSOR
It is well known in commutative QCD that, at nite temperature, the self-energy is not transverse in a general
covariant gauge [31, 32] (It is transverse at one loop, only in the Feynman gauge). In spite of the apparent similarity
of non-commutative theories with thermal eld theories, we will show in the following that the photon self-energy in
non-commutative QED is transverse to all orders in any covariant gauge and in any dimension, which is the behavior
of the gauge self-energy in commutative QCD at zero temperature.
To show this, let us introduce some techniques from nite temperature eld theory [33]. Consider a theory with a
natural vector u

(for example, the velocity of the heat bath at nite temperature). Then, given a momentum vector
p
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unless C = 0 = D.
































































































































































Furthermore, from the Feynman rules, let us note that the self-energy diagrams (involving internal photon and ghost





Therefore, the self-energy must be an even function of u

. (We note here that this property holds even with fermion
interactions and is a consequence of charge conjugation invariance of the two point function [35].) It follows, then,
that the coeÆcient, C, in (14) must be odd in u

. Since it is a scalar function, the most general form it can have is
C = (u  p)E = 0 (24)
where E denotes a scalar function, even in u

, and we have used the fact that u

is orthogonal to p

. Since C = 0,
it follows from (22) that D = 0.
Therefore, to all orders, we determine that the most general form for the self-energy in non-commutative QED, in




























coeÆcients A and B, of course, will be dependent on the gauge xing parameter, unlike in commutative QED, and
we would like to evaluate these functions at one loop.
IV. DIMENSIONAL REGULARIZATION IN NON-COMMUTATIVE FIELD THEORY
The calculations in non-commutative eld theory have so far been mostly carried out using the methods of Schwinger.
However, from studies in commutative gauge eld theories, we know that dimensional regularization [36] is extremely
simple and powerful which, while maintaining gauge invariance, allows the proof of many results in a natural manner.
Therefore, it is quite useful to try to extend the method of dimensional regularization to non-commutative theories
[19, 20]. In what follows, we will derive the dimensional regularization formulae, relevant to non-commutative theories
in two dierent ways, both leading to the same results.
In non-commutative theories (for example, in non-commutative QED, see (12)), the interactions involve a momen-


































representing a function of the external momenta, p
1




represents the term that arises from
combining denominators using the Feynman parameters and shifting. M
2
, in general, depends on the external
momenta, masses of the theory as well as the Feynman parameters. For simplicity, we have ignored writing the
integration over the Feynman parameters that needs to be carried out. To evaluate this integral, we rst rotate to
Euclidean space, so that we have (note that with our choice of 

having only space indices, the exponent does not




















It is the momentum dependent exponential that seems formidable. However, it turns out that it is not hard to
evaluate integrals of this kind and let us present two dierent, but equivalent ways that lead to the same result. First
of all, let us decompose the vector k
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denotes the Bessel function and, in the intermediate steps, we have used some identities involving the gamma
functions [37]. It is worth pointing out here that the identication of the last integral with the Bessel function is


































7However, as in dimensional regularization in commutative theories, we analytically continue this result to other
dimensions.




































































































































which is exactly the same formula as derived earlier in (32).
This, therefore, generalizes dimensional regularization to non-commutative theories and evaluates the basic integral
that arises in a non-commutative eld theory. In the study of self-energy in gauge theories, however, we need integrals
involving additional tensor structures, which can be evaluated in the following simple manner. First, let us note that,















, where x is the Feynman parameter that
arises in combining two denominators. Now, if we introduce an auxiliary vector z

, then, we obtain, following our

















































 + zjM ) (37)
For small values of z

, expanding in a Taylor series and using identities involving the Bessel functions, this result
would generate the integrals involving all other tensor structures.






















































































































































































































































8V. EXPLICIT ONE LOOP CALCULATION
In this section, we will explicitly evaluate the self-energy at one loop, using dimensional regularization. However,
even before doing the calculation, let us verify explicitly that the self-energy is indeed transverse at one loop, as a
check on our general result of section III.
There are three graphs for the self-energy, at one loop, that we are interested in, namely, the one with the internal
ghost loop, the tadpole involving the four photon vertex and the one involving an internal gauge loop (see gures 1a,
1b and 1c). Each of these three graphs has the form (see(10,12))
(a) (b) (c)
k + p k + p
µ pp, , ν
k
p
, µ p, ν
k k
p ν,p µ,
FIG. 1: One-loop diagrams which contribute to the photon-self energy. Wavy and dashed lines denote respectively photons


































































































































































Thus, adding the three terms, we see that the self-energy has a natural expansion in powers of (1   ) ( = 1
corresponds to the Feynman gauge). The terms proportional to (1   )
2
come only from the graph with the gauge
loop and its structure, as can be seen from (42), is manifestly transverse. There are two terms proportional to (1  ),
coming from the tadpole as well as the gauge loop diagrams. If we add them, combine the denominators using










































































, it can be seen that this vanishes upon symmetric integration. Therefore, the terms linear in
(1   ) are explicitly transverse as well. In a similar manner, it can also be checked that the terms independent
9of (1   ) are transverse. Alternatively, let us note that the terms independent of (1   ) would correspond to the
self-energy in the Feynman gauge ( = 1), which have been explicitly checked earlier to be transverse at one loop.
Thus, we see from the structure of the graphs that they are manifestly transverse at one loop, consistent with our

















































































In spite of the appearance of (n  2) factors in the denominator, we will see that these quantities are well behaved at
n = 2 (namely, two dimensions).


















where we have used the fact that the self-energy diagrams are at most quadratic in (1   ). The subscripts here
correspond to the power of (1  ) and the lowest order terms simply correspond to the coeÆcients in the Feynman
gauge. We can combine denominators and integrate over the internal momenta using formulae (38) for the terms
depending on cos p  k and use the conventional formulae of dimensional regularization for the term independent of











Therefore, it is enough to use the formulae in (38) to do the complete integrals and, with a little bit of algebra, we






















































































































































































































































































































































3 + 2(n  1)x  4(n  2)x
2









































































































(6  4n)x(1  x) + 1  2x
2




















































































. We note that the integration over the Feynman parameter, x, can be done in closed form,
for both the coeÆcients, in terms of generalized hypergeometric functions. However, the result is not very illuminating
and, therefore, we do not give the details here.
This, therefore, determines the photon self-energy, at one loop, in a general covariant gauge in any dimension.
There are several things to note from this result. First of all, the coeÆcients are, in general, dependent on the gauge
xing parameter, , as is the case in commutative QCD at zero temperature (in commutative QED, these coeÆcients
are gauge independent). Second, in spite of the complicated structure in B, all the   terms cancel out exactly, when
the integration over the Feynman parameter is carried out. This is true in any dimension and for any value of  and
this is an important result. For, it says that there is no ultraviolet divergence in the coeÆcient of B in any dimension
in a general covariant gauge. Therefore, all the ultraviolet divergences are contained in A and can be subtracted by
the usual wave function renormalization counterterms. We do not need any counterterm with a new structure in the
non-commutative QED, which would have rendered the theory unrenormalizable.
Second, when n = 2, 

= 0 (since there is only one space direction). In two dimensions, the theory is ultraviolet
nite by power counting and gauge invariance, therefore, the 

! 0 limit can be taken smoothly in our results. In
this limit, of course, (1   cos p k) ! 0 so that we will expect these structures to vanish when n = 2. This can be










In such a case, every term inside the parenthesis will cancel pairwise to give a vanishing result.



































whereas the leading order term, coming from the Bessel functions, as j
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Let us note that the log( p
2
) terms precisely cancel between the planar and the non-planar terms. This is a general
feature that is completely parallel with the studies at nite temperature (see next section for more details). As for




The leading order term coming from the Bessel functions, as j



























which agrees with the results in references [14, 20] for QED in 4-dimensions. (We remark here that the leading order
contribution, as j













jM ) term in (50), whose coeÆcient is gauge independent.)
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VI. IMAGINARY PART OF THE SELF-ENERGY
As is well known, non-commutative theories do not have a unique 

! 0 limit. This non-analyticity is quite
analogous to the behavior in thermal eld theories, where the amplitudes become non-analytic at the origin in the
energy-momentum plane. In the case of thermal eld theories, there is a physical reason for such a non-analyticity,
namely, at nite temperature, new channels of reaction develop leading to new thermal branch cuts, and this leads
to the non-analyticity. Correspondingly, it would be interesting to ask if the non-commutative QED theory develops
any new 

dependent imaginary parts in the amplitude.
To this end, let us start by looking at the self-energy in a non-commutative 
3
theory in n dimensions. We choose
the scalar eld to be massless so as to keep the parallel with non-commutative QED. In this case, the basic integral


























where we are neglecting some overall multiplicative factors for simplicity. This integral can be evaluated using (38)




































where, in the Minkowski space M
2
=  x(1   x)p
2
. The planar part of the self-energy, on the other hand, has no
























We note that for n < 4, the integral is ultraviolet convergent and, in the limit j

j ! 0, (56) yields the result in (57).
In such a case, we do not expect any non-analyticity in the theory. On the other hand, it is for n > 4 that ultraviolet
divergences are present leading to IR/UV mixing, which is the main reason for the non-analytic behavior as 

! 0.
So, let us analyze the imaginary parts of these amplitudes for n > 4. First, let us note that if we set n = 4 + 2`  2

























+   

(58)






> 0, the logarithm
will lead to an imaginary part.
In the evaluation of the non-planar term, on the other hand, we can safely set  = 0 (it has no poles) and the Bessel



























































where  (x) is the Euler psi function [37]. Let us note that, unlike the real part, the imaginary part of (59), which
comes from the logM
2
terms, is a well behaved function in the limit j

j ! 0. The leading imaginary part which arises
from this when j




























It is interesting to note that the logM
2
term in the planar and the non-planar terms have the same coeÆcient. This
is very much like the behavior of logT terms in thermal eld theories (Here, T is the temperature). Namely, while
there is no direct relation between the ultraviolet divergence in a eld theory and powers of T , the coeÆcient of logT
coincides with that of the pole
1

[38]. Here, too, the same behavior seems to arise.
12
The same discussion carries over to non-commutative QED, where the imaginary parts of the non-planar terms in
















Let us note that, in the case of QED, the planar and the non-planar terms come with opposite sign because of the
factor (1   cos p  k). As a result, to leading order, the imaginary parts cancel in the self-energy. However, there
are higher order terms in the expansion of the Bessel function in (61), which can contribute an imaginary part to the
self-energy. When j

j ! 0, however, these vanish quite rapidly. On the other hand, for nite j

j, these imaginary parts
are present and are, in fact, necessary for unitarity to hold [39, 40, 41, 42]. As we have seen in the last section, the
coeÆcients A and B in the self-energy are gauge dependent. Therefore, we conclude that the imaginary parts coming
from the higher order terms in the Bessel function will also become gauge dependent. This is slightly surprising in
that we would expect the imaginary part of an amplitude to be related to a physical cross section, which has to be
gauge independent. The puzzle is resolved by noting that the physical process to which the photon self-energy can
contribute is the electron-electron scattering amplitude (see gure 2). Although the imaginary part of the self-energy
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 2: Examples of one-loop diagrams which contribute to the electron-electron scattering in non-commutative QED.
graph is gauge dependent in this theory, it turns out that the other diagrams are also gauge dependent so that the
sum of all such contributions can become gauge independent.
VII. GAUGE INDEPENDENCE OF THE POLES OF THE PROPAGATOR
As we have already seen in section V, the coeÆcient functions A and B in the photon self-energy are gauge
dependent. Therefore, it is natural to ask what happens to the poles of the photon propagator in such a theory. In
what follows, we will show that, in spite of the gauge dependence of the self-energy, the poles in the photon propagator
are gauge independent to all orders.
Following our discussions in section III, we note that the general structure of the complete two point function for








































Drawing from previous experience at nite temperature [43], we note that, for the purpose of analyzing the gauge















































































































































































which will be quite useful in the following analysis. Furthermore, in this way of writing, we see clearly that the
propagator has two independent poles at p
2
+A = 0; p
2
+A+B = 0. (The pole in the longitudinal part has a gauge
dependent residue and is clearly unphysical. Note that, at nite temperature, the physical poles are related to the
Debye and the plasmon masses.)
The gauge dependence of the two point function and, therefore, of the poles of the propagator can be analyzed
through Nielsen identities, which we will derive in the appendix. For the present, let us simply note that the change


















where the quantity X

































These two equations are quite interesting as they say that, since (p
2
+A) as well as (p
2
+A+B) change homogeneously
as we change the gauge xing parameter, the zeroes of these functions are gauge independent. Correspondingly, the
poles of the propagator are gauge independent. Namely, even though the photon two point function is gauge dependent,
to all orders, the poles of the photon propagator are gauge independent (in any dimension). Let us note here that
an important consequence of this property is that the most infrared singular term in the above equations must be
gauge independent. Otherwise, the poles of the propagator would not have a gauge independent location. In fact, by



















which clearly vanishes for n = 2 and which can be compared with (54) for n = 4.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the contributions of gauge and ghost loops to the photon self-energy in non-
commutative QED, in a general covariant gauge and in any dimension (The fermion contributions have been studied
earlier). We have shown that, to all orders, the self-energy is transverse and we have explicitly evaluated the one-
loop graphs, which verify this. Our calculations have used dimensional regularization, which we have generalized
to non-commutative theories. The explicit calculation shows that there are no new kinds of ultraviolet divergences
coming from these diagrams so that the theory is renormalizable [23]. Furthermore, the imaginary parts coming
from these graphs cancel identically in the infrared limit, although away from the infrared limit, the self-energy does
have -dependent imaginary parts which are necessary for unitarity. Since the photon self-energy is gauge dependent,
we use the Nielsen identity to show that the poles of the photon propagator are gauge independent to all orders.
14
Generally, the -dependent infrared divergent terms that arise, to one-loop order, in non-commutative theories have
inappropriate behavior. However, since we do not nd any imaginary part associated with such a non-analyticity, it
suggests that such behavior may not, in fact, be physical. Drawing from studies of non-commutative scalar models
[44, 45, 46], which make use of techniques developed in connection with thermal eld theories, we conjecture that a
resummation to all orders may eliminate the unphysical infrared singularities in non-commutative QED.
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*
APPENDIX A: THE NIELSEN IDENTITY
In this appendix, we will derive the Nielsen identity used in section VII to prove the gauge independence of the
poles of the propagator.











F ? F   F ? (@ A)

(A1)





which we will use later in the analysis. However, it is more convenient to begin with the auxiliary eld formulation of
the gauge xing, since it allows the BRST transformations of the theory to close o-shell. The BRST transformations



















ÆF = 0 (A3)
Here ! is an anti-commuting space-time independent parameter and the action S, which includes gauge xing and
ghosts, is invariant under these transformations.

















c+ L ? ( 
1
2
c ? c) +H ? (
1
2
c ? F )

(A4)
Here, we have the usual sources for the elds, sources for the composite BRST variations and nally, we have added
one extra source (the last term) whose meaning will become clear shortly. The action involving the sources is not
















c ? c) + iF ?  +H ? (
1
2
F ? F )

(A5)










where ' represents all the elds being integrated and the generating functional depends only on the sources. It is
clear now that, under a BRST eld redenition inside the path integral, the generating functional will not change,
since the sources are unaected by such a transformation. This leads to
ÆZ = 0
Z








Since S is invariant, using the form of ÆS
source











































































We can now dene the eective action,  , through the Legendre transformation








+ J ? F + i( ? c  c ? )) (A10)















































(y), setting F =
1

(@ A) and setting all other elds equal




























































Here, the restriction is understood as setting F =
1

(@ A) and, then, setting all the elds equal to zero, after taking

















A graphical representation for X












FIG. 3: The diagrammatic expression of Eq. (A13): The lowest order term (a) and the one-loop contributions (b and c).
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